
Read Alikes For
The Summer I Turned Pretty

Today Tonight Tomorrow
by Rachel Lynn Solomon
Rowan and Neil have been at
competition with one another on
everything. However, in the twenty-four
hours left they have as high school
students, the two learn they share
something much deeper than a rivalry.

The Summer of broken rules
by K.L. Walther
Even though she is still grieving over
her sister's death, eighteen-year-old
Meredith Fox plans to reconnect with
family and friends when they gather on
Martha's Vineyard for her cousin's big
wedding--unless she gets distracted by
a week-long game of Assassin and a

handsome groomsman

If You Change Your Mind
by Robby Weber
Aspiring screenwriter Harry is
determined to finish his script for an
upcoming competition but finds
himself distracted by the return of his
first love, Grant, who reveals a secret
that could change everything.

Loveboat, Taipei
by Abigail Hing Wen
Sent from her Ohio home to Taiwan to
study Mandarin for the summer, a
Chinese American girl struggles
through strict educational practices and
unfamiliar dating norms before
discovering the painful secrets held by
an assortment of new friends.

Right Where I left You
by Julian Winters
When a run-in with an old crush puts
him on thin ice with his best friend
Diego, Isaac Martin discovers that
Diego has other reasons for avoiding
him reasons that change everything.
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Cool for the Summer
by Dahlia Adler
Anticipating a romantic summer with
her football star crush, Lara struggles
with confusing memories about her
feelings for a girl who unexpectedly
transfers to her school.

Yes No Maybe So
by Becky Albertalli
Jamie Goldberg, who chokes when
speaking to strangers, and Maya
Rehrman, who is having the worst
Ramadan ever, are paired to knock on
doors and ask for votes for the local
state senate candidate

Always Jane
by Jenn Bennett
Eighteen-year-old Jane, a chauffeurs
daughter who has grown up among the
domestic staff of a wealthy LA rock
producer, crosses class lines when she
falls for the son of a legendary family
only to become the obsession of his
older brother.

Alex, Approximately
by Jenn Bennett
Seventeen-year-old Bailey moves to
California to live with her father and,
perhaps, finally meet an online friend
and fellow film buff, but soon finds
herself attracted to an annoying co-
worker

One True Loves
by Elise Bryant
While on a post-graduation
Mediterranean cruise with her family,
Lenore Bennett meets a hopeless
romantic with a 10-year plan who helps
her find something shes been looking
forlove, in this companion novel to
Happily Ever Afters.
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Between You, Me, and the Honeybees
by Amelia Diane Coombs
When she falls for the grandson of her
family’s sworn enemy while beekeeping
and lying to her mom, Josie Hazeldine
tries to find a way to continue seeing
him while trying to keep the secrets she
is juggling from crashing down around
her.

Some Mistakes Were Made
by Kristin Dwyer
When a rash decision lands her halfway
across the country to finish her senior
year, Ellis relationship with her best
friend is thrown into chaos until a visit
home forces her to confront the
heartache, betrayal and anger she left
behind.

Some Other Now
by Sarah Everett
Jessi is caught between two brothers as
the three navigate family, loss, and love
over the course of her seventeenth and
eighteenth summers

My Life Next Door
by Huntley Fitzpatrick
When Samantha, the daugher of a
Republican state senator, falls in love
with the boy next door, she discovers a
different way to live, but when her
mother is involved in an accident Sam
must make some difficult choices

Once Upon a Quinceañera
by Monica Gomez-Hira
Accepting a humiliating unpaid
internship working as a party princess
in a ball gown, romance-minded
Carmen embarks on a summer that is
shaped by blistering Miami heat, an
unexpected attraction and a spoiled
cousin’s quinceañera.

Tahira in Bloom
by Farah Heron
After her coveted fashion internship
falls through, 17-year-old aspiring
designer Tahira is sent to the flower
capital of Ontario where she
unexpectedly learns what she is made
ofand made forwith the help of her
aunt and her aunts handsome next-

door neighbor.

From Little Tokyo, with love
by Sarah Kuhn
Growing up under the care of a loving
aunt, an orphaned judo student with a
mixed heritage reevaluates her
perspectives on happy endings while
searching for evidence proving that she
is related to a famous rom-com
celebrity.

Love radio
by Ebony LaDelle
A 17-year-old self-professed teen love
doctor with his own segment on
Detroits popular hip-hop show, Prince
Jones has only three dates to prove to
Dani, an ambitious writer who hates all
thing romance, that hes worth falling
for.

An Emotion of Great Delight
by Tahereh Mafi
In the wake of 9/11, Shadi, a child of
Muslim immigrants, tries to navigate
her crumbling world of death,
heartbreak and bigotry in silence, until
finally everything changes.

Holding Up the Universe
by Jennifer Niven
After years of homeschooling and a
surgery that helped her lose hundreds
of pounds, Libby enters high school but
soon becomes entangled in a cruel
game with Jack, a boy whose disability
prevents him from recognizing faces

XOXO
by Axie Oh
Jenny never had much time for boys,
Kpop, or really anything besides her
dream of being a professional cellist.
But when she finds herself falling for a
Kpop idol, she has to decide whether
their love is worth the risk.

Anna and the French kiss
by Stephanie Perkins
When Anna's father sends her to an
American boarding school in Paris for
her senior year of high school, she
reluctantly goes, and meets a boy who
becomes her best friend, in spite of the
fact that they both want something
more.
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